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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! I want to really dig deep and chat about aspects of #migraine we don’t
talk about enough (even in this community). Join me at 1pm ET! Preview questions & chat tips here:
https://t.co/2BEllJ0A9p 

Coco Nijhoff @cocolibrarian 
@SlugInkPress There is #MigraineChat coming up this evening, if you're into that sort of thing. 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! I want to really dig deep and chat about aspects of
#migraine we don’t talk about enough (even in this community). Join me at 1pm ET! Preview
questions & chat tips here: https://t.co/2BEllJ0A9p 

Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! I want to really dig deep and chat about aspects of
#migraine we don’t talk about enough (even in this community). Join me at 1pm ET! Preview
questions & chat tips here: https://t.co/2BEllJ0A9p 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Mary in Vancouver and famous cat Captain 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time participating in this chat, you can find tips here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat, joining you from Vermont. I'm starting August with a #migraine
attack and major fatigue. Who is around today to chat? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you
feel comfortable (i.e., you don’t have to disclose anything health related). 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While you continue intros, I want to remind everyone to (1) Include #MigraineChat in all tweets. (2)
Use A1, A2, etc., to reply to Q1, Q2, etc., or quote tweet These make following the chat easier. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other reminders: (3) Since Twitter is public, share only what feels comfortable. (4) Please don’t use
GIFs or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. (5) Click #MigraineChat, then latest, to see
the chat in real time. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Hi Beth, Mary in Vancouver and famous cat Captain! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Today, let’s chat about the aspects of living with or treating #migraine that don’t get enough attention;
not only in general, but maybe even within migraine spaces. If anything is too personal, please don’t
feel compelled to share. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Hi, I'm Raven from Ohio. My migraine is waiting for today's storms to hit.
#MigraineChat 
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harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton UHHH great start #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton Hi! I’m a PhD student with chronic migraines and I’m hoping hard that August is a
better migraine month for me than July was  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Is there a #migraine symptom that you didn’t realize was part of migraine until a doctor or others
with migraine confirmed and validated it? #MigraineChat https://t.co/1vMErZnRim 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1. Fatigue and yawning 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 Oh, how thoughtful! /s Thanks for joining #MigraineChat today! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaryMc_Cat Yes, yawning as a prodrome symptoms was not on my radar until a few years into
chronic migraine! I'm not sure I yawn more, but like to make sure others know it's possible!
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Sari in Boston where I'm procrastinating reading through an article before it gets sent
for feedback #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: several. A key 1 is fatigue that lasts through postdrome. I always thought I was
exhausted just as a response to the pain, but the fatigue is its own sx. Also mood fluctuations through
attacks, even if not prone to depression or anxiety otherwise. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. I feel like spatial stuff like loss of coordination or vision changes that aren’t quite
auras but rather skewed depth perception really didn’t click as being migraine related until migraine
became constant #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton Between the storms and the high dew point, summer is so painful.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DragonSnapped Thank you  I'll definitely rest after! I enjoy chatting with everyone during these
#MigraineChat hours. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@MaryMc_Cat @beth_morton It took me ages to figure out that my earliest prodrome signals were
yawning and peeing a lot. lol #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A1. So many! Smell sensitivity would definitely be one. Also vision weirdness? (my
eyes go intermittently blurry around pronounced attacks) #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton Amanda in NY, just threw back a Ubrevly and put on my Cefaly, wishing it was sunset
already. Happy it's AIMOVIG injection day for me. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A1: Yes, exactly! I cried when I found out about the mood fluctuations
being a thing. I’m sure we’ve all been given the unsolicited advice to have a positive attitude about our
migraines, but hopelessness and sadness is literally a symptom! #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton Yes!! Does this make driving weird for you because it’s definitely
changed how frequently I drive. Same with like going into a grocery store and being able to read the
aisle signs so I just stopped #MigraineChat 
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Amy Ferraro-Kick ED’s Butt @acf1973 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat loss of balance 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie, in the UK, where we currently have sunshine and sport. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@CEOMomCo The days where I wake up ready for bed are 3x as long, I swear. (Today is one for
me.) I hope you get relief. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: I learned from fellow ND migraineurs that our ADHD symptoms typically worsen in
prodrome, especially executive dysfunction and rejection sensitivity. It feels like our brains are already
overworked with the incoming attack that they don't want to function. #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton For me there are lots but two big ones were runny nose and phantom smells
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. What are some of the most frustrating aspects of #migraine treatment or treatment side effects
that don’t get enough attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/LZxVs4seYP 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.1 For me there are lots but two big ones were runny nose and phantom smells
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@HemingwayMuse I drive so infrequently that I'm not sure (though I've definitely stopped driving at
night when I do drive), but I've had it happen *during an eye exam* and completely baffle the poor
resident doing the exam #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 This is a really interesting and important observation. Thanks for sharing.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: @beth_morton A1: I learned from fellow ND migraineurs that
our ADHD symptoms typically worsen in prodrome, especially executive dysfunction and rejection
sensitivity. It feels like our brains are already overworked with the incoming attack that they don't want
to function. #MigraineChat 

FN ⚘  @warwithpain 
@beth_morton Hi, I didn't realize it was August 1st. It started with a terrible headache for me too.
Feels like migraine but not sure. Mine is usually tense muscles but this one is different. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @DragonSnapped: @MaeNena73 @beth_morton A1: @MaeNena73 @beth_morton A1: Yes,
exactly! I cried when I found out about the mood fluctuations being a thing. I’m sure we’ve all been
given the unsolicited advice to have a positive attitude about our migraines, but hopelessness and
sadness is literally a symptom! #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@HemingwayMuse Where I notice it most is at the computer? There are times I've had to leave work
early not because of head pain or sensory sensitivities but because I can't make myself see the
screen #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. What everyone else said, plus doing lots of pee pees. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Maximum relief is 24 hours (usually 18 for me) but only being able to treat every
three days means at least once a week I’m left without treatment and no one cares about how that
destroys the quality of life I do have. And that’s if the med even works. #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: how many tx have GI side effects, ranging from temporary nausea to recurring IBS
sx. I feel like we're forced to compromise our stomachs to make our heads feel better. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2 cont. also especially bitter about how totally different some attack presentations are
and I do not have a diverse treatment plan or even strategy for when I know the severe pain won’t
respond to my normal meds #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Ditto. This is me, too. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 Oh wow yours happens on an up close basis! Mine is like far sightedness getting
wonky. *begs for an ophthalmologist to look into this* #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
Excellent questions in this months #MigraineChat are y’all following along? 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 And with all the gut-brain connection talk, this shouldn't be a surprise. Hopefully future
treatments take better account of the GI side effects of #migraine treatments. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2. Other than the trial-and-error step therapy BS? And the number of days it's safe to
treat vs. number of days I need to treat? For me it's the way I experience triptan side effects and the
way pain meds so quickly loose efficacy for me #MigraineChat 

FN ⚘ 🌝 @warwithpain 
A1: I didn't know, the headache I got with my periods was a migraine. I stopped having them and now
recently they have started again #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.2 accessibility to sufficient volume of meds is a massive barrier to care for me, ex.
insurance will only approve a certain amount of rescue meds so I have to ration and would have an
increased quality of life were that not the case #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A2. The emotional effects of being told that we need to exercise daily and change our
diets aren’t acknowledged enough. It’s wildly overwhelming to be struggling to function at all and be
hit over the head with lifestyle changes that require functioning. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Hi folks! Sage joining a bit late from the Bay Area in CA. #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Is there a #migraine symptom that you didn’t realize was part of migraine until
a doctor or others with migraine confirmed and validated it? #MigraineChat https://t.co/1vMErZnRim 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2. Current treatments are working well. Various things tried in the past
didn't work or had side effects such as nausea or depression and I had to stop them. So my answer:
The trial and error aspect of finding the right treatment(s) 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. What impacts of #migraine on relationships - with family, friends, intimate partners - do you wish
got more attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Ud7vVUUvlz 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1. I don’t think I’d realized that bad headaches I used to get *Were* migraines, but
enough listening to the #MigraineChat community has made me realize they were. Plus the
childhood/teenage things that were maybe abdominal migraine... 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@HemingwayMuse Please! It's one of my most physically-innocuous but annoying symptoms!
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton I swear half my meds last month kicked out in half the time as normal I
was dumbfounded #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DragonSnapped Yes, it is hard to make those lifestyle changes when we feel awful. The energy and
congnitive functioning it takes to do/remember to do them is a lot. #MigraineChat 
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Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A2. Exercise does help some people! But dumping that on a patient can lead to tons of
anxiety and shame, which isn’t helpful. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@tjkelman @beth_morton YES! I had rebound really bad at one point. Now my Ubrelvy is available
for more frequent use but my insurance won’t allow it… like thanks insurance I’m glad you make my
health decisions for me  #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.3 #MigraineChat it's so hard to strike a balance between having people be invested
in your chronic illness and supporting you but then also having space in your relationships to talk
about other things, my chronic migraine consumes my life 1/2 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@tjkelman @beth_morton I find taking meds within 12 hours of increased severity is my sweet spot.
But “onset” is just nonsense I’m sure of it #MigraineChat 

FN ⚘ 🌝 @warwithpain 
I want to participate more in #MigraineChat but my headache and fatigue not letting me. I'll go thru the
answers later, bye!! Take care 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.2.2 #MigraineChat and sometimes it's even more exhausting to be asked over and
over how I'm "doong" because the answer never changes. Ask me about other parts of my life please. 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2: You’re not allowed to take most treatments more than a few times a week,
INCLUDING if they’re pain management for something else. You can still feel postdrome even after a
successful aborted attack. Many treatments weren’t actually developed for migraine. Etc.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton The # of times I was told to do cardio to build up my stamina, when
I explicitly say that cardio makes my migraine crash is oof. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton Yes. I’m disabled full time so I spend most of my free time
managing food. Great lifestyle change but migraines are still there and using a knife when my vision is
wonky isn’t helpful. We should get personal chefs 😅#MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat, joining you from Vermont. I'm starting August
with a #migraine attack and major fatigue. Who is around today to chat? If you want, introduce
yourself in a way you feel comfortable (i.e., you don’t have to disclose anything health related). 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@warwithpain yes, please rest! I hope you feel better soon. You can always come back to the
#MigraineChat questions later. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton CW// abuse A3. The dependency we’re forced into while we’re sick. Just because we
have family to turn to doesn’t mean it’s safe and there’s not much attention given to these situations or
help to get out + not end up homeless #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: that we're constantly re-evaluating the balance between independence and
needing help. I may want to do it all myself today but that doesn't mean I won't need help tomorrow. It
puts a strain on both us and the helper. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A3: @beth_morton A3: that we're constantly re-evaluating the
balance between independence and needing help. I may want to do it all myself today but that doesn't
mean I won't need help tomorrow. It puts a strain on both us and the helper. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@sagetoko @beth_morton Oh yes. And effectively aborting an attack isn’t even necessarily full relief
which honest to god really blows #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. What are some of the financial aspects of living with #migraine that you wish were discussed
more? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ajUMn3LVHr 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Omg yes, I always wonder how much my migraines would
improve if my insurance would just deliver diet-compliant meals and I could use the extra time to do
meditation or qi gong or something. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3. I’m struggling with this one and also struggling to understand why that is.
#MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@grrlintersect Hugs, D! I did some stress baking yesterday. Then stress ate it. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A3. That way my friends/family/community interact with my migraine disease impacts
my desire to be in relationship with you. If you're out here always trying to "fix" my disease? "Solve" it?
that will distance me from you, not just re: migraine, but overall #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I just feel critiqued to death, and it is very bad for my anxiety. If I do
cardio and get an extra migraine, then what? I can’t take more migraine medication, so I become
more disabled and can’t sleep because pain. Then I get criticized for my sleep problems.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton @grrlintersect You two can't say you baked stuff then not tell me what you baked. I
need details! #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: just how expensive it is. Our meds cost a small fortune if you don't qualify for
assistance. Changes to our home to be more sensory friendly add up. And then we lose days of pay
at work or lose deposits on travel, concert tickets, etc when we have to cancel. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton For once, I just want a doctor to acknowledge that I’m doing all of it to
the extent possible and that there are real-world constraints on what I can do. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie We are drowning in zucchini from our garden, so I made chocolate chip zucchini bread.
Currently coming up with all the ways to cook and hide zucchini in things! #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. The way we manipulate our lives to survive. Bad living situation so I can afford my
meds. Knowing I could just marry off for independence but that holds its own risks of control. Financial
independence will never be an option. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A1 intestinal upset and nausea without headache accompanying, I was having so many more attacks
when I was small than I realized before knowing this. #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.4 #MigraineChat the ancillary costs of life with migraine ex. grocery delivery, medical
devices not covered by insurance, convenience meals, transportation assistance, accessibility devices 

merman hellville @seafoamghost 
i often get chills beforehand and didn’t realise that was an aura symptom until i read @KatyMunro1’s
book! suddenly getting Very Cold, where nothing i do can warm me up, is now one of the first things
that tells me a migraine is on the way 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@DragonSnapped @MaeNena73 Same. 💜 #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4. The tradeoff between cancellation fees and just not booking stuff to do because
you may need to cancel due to an attack is really hard to deal with. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton  #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Oh yes. I was SO sick driving to my lake house yesterday but I had no
choice but to drive because being here accommodates not being home for a crack of dawn furnace
install. This accommodation wasn’t exactly cheap #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. What has been the biggest loss or disappointment you have encountered due to #migraine?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/iffSjROcCD 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What has been the biggest loss or disappointment you have encountered due
to #migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/iffSjROcCD 

Casey @knitting_nutmeg 
@beth_morton I’m Casey in Connecticut. The day started earlier than normal after staying up last
night unable to fall asleep. I can feel the #migraine coming so I’m on the couch with a dog and some
knitting. #migrainechat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CEOMomCo: @beth_morton A.4 #MigraineChat the ancillary costs of life with migraine ex.
grocery delivery, medical devices not covered by insurance, convenience meals, transportation
assistance, accessibility devices 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 my independence and community. To keep my insurance I moved halfway across
the country leaving everything. I have no creature comforts here and no friends. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. A bit abstract but, loss of my ignorance. That moment when I realised just how much migraine has
impacted (and continues to impact) my life was pretty emotional. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What has been the biggest loss or disappointment you have encountered due
to #migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/iffSjROcCD 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Oof yes. The number of trips or hotel stays we need so we're not
in agony during loud home repair adds up both in terms of $ and cost to our bodies (even if it's the
lesser evil in terms of triggers). #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4. Not a concern, the way things worked out for me. Canadian health
care works well for me. 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.5 #MigraineChat loss of independence has been it for me, as fortunate as I am to
have such a supportive partner, I'm grieving the loss of my independence to exclusively care for
myself, even to take a shower when I'm home alone 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Ooof, yeah. Just gonna co-sign this one. #MigraineChat

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A2 The need to ration rescue meds and the way that even when they work rescue meds often result in
a day of greater but still very limited capacity. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: @beth_morton A1: I learned from fellow ND migraineurs that
our ADHD symptoms typically worsen in prodrome, especially executive dysfunction and rejection
sensitivity. It feels like our brains are already overworked with the incoming attack that they don't want
to function. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I miss renting my renters insurance used to cover it 😭 #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: how many ppl have just drifted out of my life because I'm my migraine is 24/7, not
going to get better, and they're tired of accommodating me. I can know they weren't genuine then if
they left while still mourning my own isolation. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@CEOMomCo @beth_morton God my parents live upstairs from me (so mild privacy) but I still have
to enact the buddy system since I was in college for folks to check in when I was showering during
bad attacks #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
@beth_morton Hello #MigraineChat Kristin from Canada had migraines since I was 21 and I'm now
53 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton And how hard it is to find genuine folks to take their spot. Like please
just come sit on my couch watch a movie with me!!! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. What is something you wish you had known about #migraine sooner; something that your doctors
didn’t tell you or you realized later in your migraine experience? #MigraineChat https://t.co/izgKt9MuzI 

Todd Kelman @tjkelman 
A5. I can't even choose. The destruction of productivity at school, work, and home and the resulting
difficulty/impossibility of maintaining a career. The devastation to social structure & support. The
inability to travel and explore, which I would love to do... #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6. Connections with dysautonomia, hypovolemia, etc. Getting this managed moved
me from chronic/constant to episodic, and while I won’t subscribe to the idea my life was ruined by
being chronic, I am grateful for the improvement in daily pain levels. #MigraineChat 
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Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
A1 for me it was phantosmia in which I smell cigarettes burning #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A3 tension between understanding that the more someone demands I fix myself the less safe they are
for me to associate with and the reality I may not have the option of making myself safer by ending
that association. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A6. Just how wide-ranging and all-encompassing the symptoms are, and that there
are (pharmaceutical and non-pharm) supports and accommodations for those non-pain symptoms
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 the dangerous habits. What some pain meds will do to your stomach. The specific
meds that cause rebound. Drug interactions between common combo therapies. All this safety stuff I
had to find out the hard way #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@tjkelman Yeah, all this. So many losses. #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
@beth_morton A.6 #MigraineChat how to progress thru step therapy faster so I could have access to
meds that were more effective to treat pain and symptoms, the years I spent in step therapy on
ineffective meds with side effects had such a significant impact on my emotional and mental health 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A5. Having to cancel out of events and commitments. Having to avoid
people who are too talkative or loud or inquisitive or who give advice without being asked. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@tjkelman Yes yes yes. Travel was such a huge part of my life and now even though I can if I plan it
carefully, month long trips that won’t make me sick are so not in my budget #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
A2 for me it's my need for fluids, there has to be a better way than going to an ER when I know that's
what I need #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton This is the part where I thank you and the migraine community online
for sharing these things because doctors just don’t #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A6.2 and I guess for my second answer: How much time and testing and trial-and-
error it takes to treat symptoms of my magnitude and frequency, and what realistic expectations are. I
knew that going in, but only from past experience being chronic, not my med team #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@mini2z Yes! Fluids or any rescue treatment. The frustration of weighing when to seek emergency
care or how to get our doctors to troubeshoot ways to get this care in a safer environment!
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Right and I may not be my concert self anymore but hey maybe that
concert in the park with public bathrooms and shade could be a nice alternative #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Yes! So much of my physical and metaphorical toolkit has come
from seeing one person say something on twitter or discord or tiktok! #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@mini2z There’s things like IV clinics and some will even come to your house! BUT I’ve found these
to be very city specific and non accessible to most folks which sucks. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A4 all the little additional expenses that make living with migraine more expensive and the severe
limits we are faced with for options to support ourselves. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT. Any last questions or comments? Final thoughts on topics we don't discuss enough in #migraine
spaces (or elsewhere)? #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: how it connects and conflicts with other neuro conditions. I also have ADHD,
POTS, & chronic insomnia and they intersect both in terms of sx and conflict in tx regimens and
accommodation needs. I learned more from community here than my Drs. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. That migraine is (usually) not a symptom of another problem. It's its own thing and should be
treated as such. I learnt that through #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton So many times I didn't find out about a med's tendency for
rebound/MOH until after it happened. *Then* my HAS would tell me about it. #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
A4 how expensive treatments are ~ I have the pain of having to renew through insurance every year,
six months or once was 3 months Botox $1000 🇨🇦 Aimovig $2000 🇨🇦 #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A5. I feel like the ceiling on what I can achieve career-wise just keeps dropping lower
and lower. At the moment, I’m not sure I’ll be able to work at all after finishing my PhD. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Q6. Not an issue for me. My doctor and the one before (retired) gave
me many sources to read and learn about migraine. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I will never not answer this question by saying: I wish someone had told me that chronic (daily)
#migraine was a thing. And not just focused on overusing meds, but that this could also happen by
under-treating because of fear of rebound. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A5 the ever increasing number of beloved activities my body simply doesn’t allow for anymore.
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I was taking like 90 pills of fioricet every 3 months (at my worst) so
when I tell ya I know man do I know 😭😭😭 HAS took me off that but my god all those previous
doctors that was in my chart for years #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you all for joining me today! I enjoy our monthly chats so much! Don’t forget: use the
#MigraineChat hashtag the rest of the month if you have questions for the community or just need
support..Find more details in my pinned tweet thread. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Also, consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat group. We’re a really great bunch. Pinky swear.
When you join, read & accept the first rules message (w a 👍) and all other channels will become
accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I’m going to take a break to rest my brain and body, but will be back later to check on replies. If you
couldn’t join live for any reason, you can answer the #MigraineChat questions anytime! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Finally, stayed tuned for at least one special #MigraineChat later this month. Details coming. 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
A5 missing my daughters last recital for Irish Dance after being her chauffeur/Cheerleader for 13
years ~ I was in bed with a migraine #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Thank you for hosting. And for others, if you start trying to bring habits back or hobbies
that migraine took from you some folks can be judgy (like I’m starting to read again) so I just wanted to
say I’m proud of you #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Q3 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@CEOMomCo Thank you SO much for beng here today. These #MigraineChat connections are extra
important to me given The State of the World(TM). 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thanks so much, as always, for all your #MigraineChat efforts. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@mini2z My HAS was insistent upon the every 3 months thing even for my daily preventative that I’ve
been on since 2016 like sir no??? #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: I will never not answer this question by saying: I will never not answer this
question by saying: I wish someone had told me that chronic (daily) #migraine was a thing. And not
just focused on overusing meds, but that this could also happen by under-treating because of fear of
rebound. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OneSickVet Absolutely no worries. We're just wrapping up the live chat, but now begins the window
for asyncronous replies!! #MigraineChat 
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Hoofbeats = Zebra @KnockKnockZebra
RT @beth_morton: I will never not answer this question by saying: I will never not answer this
question by saying: I wish someone had told me that chronic (daily) #migraine was a thing. And not
just focused on overusing meds, but that this could also happen by under-treating because of fear of
rebound. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A3. I’m lucky enough to have a wonderful and supportive spouse, but he really wants
biological children and like…I’d like kids too, but with my migraines?? I can barely take care of myself.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@SMauro1622 @HemingwayMuse This is one of my last prodrome sx before the pain hits: computer
screen gets blurry. And it's not the same thing as when my eyes are tired from staring at it all day. It
can happen after 20 mins. #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
A6 ~ how much the weather would affect me, I have weather radar in my head now #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A6 how to recognize early signs of an attack and that pushing myself through when I saw those signs
was harmful. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@grrlintersect And a reminder that sometimes pushing is the only option and there should be a little
more grace to go around. We can’t always be perfect, and that’s okay  #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Is there a #migraine symptom that you didn’t realize was part of migraine until
a doctor or others with migraine confirmed and validated it? #MigraineChat https://t.co/1vMErZnRim 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What are some of the most frustrating aspects of #migraine treatment or
treatment side effects that don’t get enough attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/LZxVs4seYP 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What impacts of #migraine on relationships - with family, friends, intimate
partners - do you wish got more attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Ud7vVUUvlz 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. What are some of the financial aspects of living with #migraine that you wish
were discussed more? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ajUMn3LVHr 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What has been the biggest loss or disappointment you have encountered due
to #migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/iffSjROcCD 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What is something you wish you had known about #migraine sooner;
something that your doctors didn’t tell you or you realized later in your migraine experience?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/izgKt9MuzI 

Todd Kelman @tjkelman 
@beth_morton Was so pissed I forgot to include #MigraineChat 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Is there a #migraine symptom that you didn’t realize was part of migraine until
a doctor or others with migraine confirmed and validated it? #MigraineChat https://t.co/1vMErZnRim 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
One of the many lovely things about #MigraineChat is we don't fuss about typos or missed words. We
just assume it was a bad brain day/moment and keep it respectful. I'm grateful for that today as I look
over my mentions. My brain is not at its best rn. 

thehkd (she/her/they/them) fed/prov disabled human @cancelproof 
RT @MaeNena73: One of the many lovely things about #MigraineChat is we don't fuss about typos or
missed words. We just assume it was a bad brain day/moment and keep it respectful. I'm grateful for
that today as I look over my mentions. My brain is not at its best rn. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton .....Sarah Renee has entered the chat hours late but here and queer! I live with chronic
migraine, anxiety & endometriosis. I'm also the Sr. Manager of BIPOC Community Outreach at
@GHLForg and I love birds, especially chickens 🐔#migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A1: This is a great question! In the very beginning I didn't realize that nausea was a part of migraine. I
didn't even have the word for migraine back then. It took me quite a few years to realize that brain fog
and fatigue were also part of the package deal. #migrainechat 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A2: I had taken Triptans for years and had bad side effects. Room would spin, my stomach would
twist and flip and everything felt trippy. Assumed everyone felt that way..Finally after two years I told
my doctor and she said in some cases that can happen #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A3: I'm so grateful that I have a partner who is incredibly supportive to me during migraine attacks. 💜

   With friends that aren't in the migraine community, the anxiety that comes along w/ making plans
& never knowing if you'll need to cancel due to an attack #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A3: Also I wish friends and family understood the COST of Migraine. It's Expensive to be a migraine
patient. Time wise and money wise. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A4: The amount you need to pay if you don't have insurance. The amount you still need to pay if you
have insurance, but your plan doesn't cover medication. The money you spend to travel out of state to
see doctors that believe you and give you the care you deserve #Migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A5: Travel? Back when I was working in event planning I used to have to work late nights and driving
back in the dark I struggled. Travel days when flying are now huge migraine triggers for me and I used
to love to travel. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@iamhazelgibson Yes, similarly, I've mentioned before how my writing, even penmanship and number
of errors, has increased with chronic migraine. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A6: I wish I would have know that migraine doesn't just affect middle aged white women. I believe that
led me to a delay in diagnosis. I wish that I had spoken up and advocated more for myself at previous
doctors appointments when I wasn't getting adequate care #migrainechat 

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
A4: the amount you spend on copays and coinsurance, deductibles, Botox - *with* good insurance
and drug coverage. The amount you spend on convenience when you can’t do things yourself
(instacart, DoorDash, convenience foods), especially since covid. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@migrainesallday Absolutely. This is such a big reason why representation in #migraine spaces
matters. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: One of the many lovely things about #MigraineChat is we don't fuss about typos or
missed words. We just assume it was a bad brain day/moment and keep it respectful. I'm grateful for
that today as I look over my mentions. My brain is not at its best rn. 

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
A6: this is probably forever. It sucks. There is no cure. The best we can do is manage it. You will not
get your old life back, so focus on your new life. Also, this is a real disease. It’s a neurological
condition, and deserves all of the gravity of any other neuro condition. 

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
A5: losing a job. In hindsight, that was a toxic company and I’m glad. But it’s instilled a constant fear in
me of becoming disabled and losing my job and the career I’ve worked so hard for. Every multi-day
migraine, I think, “is this it? Is this the big one where I lose my job?” 

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
Q4: people w/o migraine do not, cannot understand it. Anything you feel about us, we feel worse. On
top of the pain, we feel burdensome and disappointing. We don’t want to feel like this; we want to be
healthy and pain-free. 

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
Q3: people w/o migraine do not, cannot understand it. Anything you feel about us, we feel worse. On
top of the pain, we feel burdensome and disappointing. We don’t want to feel like this; we want to be
healthy and pain-free. 

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
Q2: not every med works every time. Non-migraineurs don’t understand that we have an arsenal of
meds bc sometimes this med works but sometimes we need another one. Sometimes no meds work.
Sometimes we take one med and can’t take another bc they’ll interact.

Alanna Burke @aburke626 
Q1: olfactory hallucinations in prodrome! So wild, but I often smell bad things like garbage or cat pee
or cigarettes before a migraine. Months of scrubbing my house til I was in tears before I learned it was
all in my head. Still crappy but now I just put perfume on. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A5: The amount of time I spend on the not with friends, but with my health insurance company.
#migrainechat 
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Mikki Blueyes @Mikki_Blueyes 
@beth_morton Mikki from Canada. 20th year with migraine, mostly chronic. Postdrome today, still
managing to accomplish a few things. Fibromyalgia comorbidity, yet I still manage to work full time.
How does she do it folks?!? Don't ask because I have no clue #migrainechat 

Jenna Pelias 🇨🇦 @Jenna_Pelias 
@beth_morton I’m Jenna, from Calgary, Canada. Storms, heat, and pressure changes have made for
a rough week or so. Today is a postdrome fatigue day. ✌ #migrainechat 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
Today was @beth_morton ‘s monthly #MigraineChat ! Jump in to find a community of incredible
people, and know that you can ask a #migraine question at any time tagged with #MigraineChat . The
responses bring honest & empathetic support. You’re not alone. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MigraineSummit: Today was @beth_morton ‘s monthly #MigraineChat ! Jump in to find a
community of incredible people, and know that you can ask a #migraine question at any time tagged
with #MigraineChat . The responses bring honest & empathetic support. You’re not alone. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be hard, but if you need
support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know. #MigraineChat is here to help
you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton .....Sarah Renee has entered the chat hours late but here and
queer! I live with chronic migraine, anxiety & endometriosis. I'm also the Sr. Manager of BIPOC
Community Outreach at @GHLForg and I love birds, especially chickens 🐔#migrainechat 

Will_Garden_For_Spoons  @Squeaky_Wheeler 
The answers here speak volumes for me . The people in these comments have been my guiding light
for the past 3 years and I’m still learning from them what my drs haven’t told me #ChronicMigraine 

Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 

Will_Garden_For_Spoons  @Squeaky_Wheeler 
Impact on relationships from Chronic migraine is often the most impactful- going through this alone is
terrifying 

Will_Garden_For_Spoons  @Squeaky_Wheeler 
Following/ I need one of these 

Sopa @perhapsbecause 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to the list of meds @costplusdrugs
(zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your rx is expensive. Both are about
$1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on the list. 

norah @businessgoos3 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

✿ Eggy is online ✿ @eggyonline 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

Jazi @JLD231 
@beth_morton Yes pls. Desperate for advice. Not sure what to ask? Brain is extra mush atm.
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 
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harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

Rachel McDonald, Ph.D (She/Her) @rachel7mcdonald 
@beth_morton Q6. The need for complementary treatments to prevent further deterioration of the
whole body, not just the head (OT, PT, Speech) #migrainechat #Migraine 

Rachel McDonald, Ph.D (She/Her) @rachel7mcdonald 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What are some of the most frustrating aspects of #migraine treatment or
treatment side effects that don’t get enough attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/LZxVs4seYP 

vedia @vediabarnett 
@beth_morton @costplusdrugs Maxalt works wonders for me. #MigraineChat 

Julian (they/them) @dazerla 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

Kylie Petrarca, RN, BSN @kyliepetrarcaRN 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

Margot_pi @margot__pi 
RT @MaeNena73: One of the many lovely things about #MigraineChat is we don't fuss about typos or
missed words. We just assume it was a bad brain day/moment and keep it respectful. I'm grateful for
that today as I look over my mentions. My brain is not at its best rn. 

jerdie 🎵 @jerdieofficial
Ahh I missed a #MigraineChat Cerebral vasculitis (lupus) and chiari malformation here. Also have a
history of cluster headaches and chronic vestibular migraines. Basically all the time. Catch y'all on the
next one.  

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@CEOMomCo @beth_morton #MigraineChat forgot it again! 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What is something you wish you had known about #migraine sooner;
something that your doctors didn’t tell you or you realized later in your migraine experience?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/izgKt9MuzI 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What has been the biggest loss or disappointment you have encountered due
to #migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/iffSjROcCD 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. What are some of the financial aspects of living with #migraine that you wish
were discussed more? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ajUMn3LVHr 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What impacts of #migraine on relationships - with family, friends, intimate
partners - do you wish got more attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Ud7vVUUvlz 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What are some of the most frustrating aspects of #migraine treatment or
treatment side effects that don’t get enough attention? #MigraineChat https://t.co/LZxVs4seYP 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Is there a #migraine symptom that you didn’t realize was part of migraine until
a doctor or others with migraine confirmed and validated it? #MigraineChat https://t.co/1vMErZnRim 

Sheri Karobonik @skaro964 
I am tired of waking up in the middle of the night with the beginnings of a migraine. Shall we count the
days? #migrainechat 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton .....Sarah Renee has entered the chat hours late but here and
queer! I live with chronic migraine, anxiety & endometriosis. I'm also the Sr. Manager of BIPOC
Community Outreach at @GHLForg and I love birds, especially chickens 🐔#migrainechat 

  𝐤𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐞    @katieevelynxo 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 
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Dhishna @Dhishna_writes 
Doctor: Describe the pain Me: It’s like giving birth through the ears 👂 😏 #migraineattacks
#migrainesufferer #migrainechat #pain 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@InAutistic Hey, whether folks forget or are feeling like crap, asynchronous participation in
#MigraineChat is encouraged and understood. 

Fat-or-Fluffy? @fatorfluffy 
This migraine can FUCK OFF. My usual aspirin ain't touching it........I need a cup of tea, not just any
tea, but a cup of tea made by a certain sexy husband! 👀 #Sore #Headache #nausea #migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat PSA: #MigraineChat PSA: a couple of triptans have been added to
the list of meds @costplusdrugs (zolmitriptan and rizatriptan). This might be worth checking out if your
rx is expensive. Both are about $1 per pill (or less depending on dosage). Sumatriptan was already on
the list. 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: It took a while before we linked my vertigo with migraine because I
wasn't initially having headache at or near the same time as the vertigo. 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2: That most family doctors/GPs believe they're qualified to treat
migraine, though they're really not. They should refer us to headache specialists the way they refer to
other specialists. 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A3: I wish more ableds (incl. family & friends) understood that we could
sometimes participate more if they were more willing to provide & respect necessary
accommodations. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I was WAY behind on posting #MigraineChat transcripts from our monthly chats. If you missed one or
just want to review others' responses, they are updated through July. [August coming soon - giving
folks another day or so to reply asychronously.] https://t.co/efqdNmKlxZ 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@jerdieofficial You can always pop on late and answer questions after. I totally understand other
things - including migraine attacs - pop up on #MigraineChat days. But otherwise, yes! See you next
month! 

Vina Mohabir (she/her) @VinaMohabir 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A6: food triggers, hormone relation, and… how it can significantly affect your mental
health #migrainechat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A5: Living life without fear of having an attack anytime. Able to plan things without
canceling last minute and your friends getting mad at you #migrainechat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A4: the cost of medications, treatments, lifestyle modifications #migrainechat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A2: the times that I have to combine triptan with Nurtec I get grouchy . Don’t known if
that happens to others. Also, the brain fog that comes after. It feels like when adults would speak to
Charlie Brown #migrainechat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A1: spatial coordination and brain fog. It feels like you are living in a fog #migrainechat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A3: This question brought unpleasant memories of ex boyfriend not believing migraine
is a serious condition. You can explain many things and unfortunately some people will not or don’t
want to understand #migrainechat 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@ElleMarieIs @beth_morton Yeah, I agree. I spent years tracking my migraines and exercise before I
accepted that exercise doesn’t prevent my migraines. I suspect that the people who sign up for
studies of migraine and exercise aren’t representative of the average migraine patient. #MigraineChat 
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Rebecca Esther (she/they) 🐈  @RebeccaEstherxo 
@beth_morton @CSWhiteMD Hi Beth & #MigraineChat. I have ME/CFS&chronic migraine. I'm
waiting for an MRI to see if anything structural is causing my migraines, like chiari malformation (I'm
told this is common in #pwME). Are there other tests I should ask my neurologist for, or effective
treatments? 

NaE @IsaidNae 
@beth_morton Thank you for this. I can never participate live as it is a definite trigger for me to be
active on phone that time of day, especially with reading and scrolling involved. #migrainechat 

Fat-or-Fluffy? @fatorfluffy 
Migraine for day 3 - yay  #headache #migrainechat #sore 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Wish I could cherry pick my #withdrawal/ #sideeffects 😁 Rarely are we told about withdrawal & that's
scary on Lamictal, 12wk migraines, angry, confused, unable to think, + menopause 🌋 #NEISvoid
#Disability #migraine #epilepsy #Menopause #MigraineChat #Health #MigraineChat
https://t.co/pShjRjqAol 

neurahealth @neurahealthco 
With @ThomasBerkMD preparing to log into our Instagram Live with @MigraineStrong1 - tune in!
#MigraineChat https://t.co/eC5kNbZBGI https://t.co/00XwmHBnUn 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
It's @Cefaly @CefalyUK time for me friends! Hope you can make space to take some deep breaths
and take some time for yourself today 💛💛💛 #MigraineChat 

Thomas Berk, MD @ThomasBerkMD 
RT @neurahealthco: With @ThomasBerkMD preparing to log into our Instagram Live with
@MigraineStrong1 - tune in! #MigraineChat https://t.co/eC5kNbZBGI https://t.co/00XwmHBnUn 

Will_Garden_For_Spoons  @Squeaky_Wheeler 
RT @beth_morton: I know finding helpful professional advice & migraine peers who “get it” can be
hard, but if you need support, there are so many *free* & reputable resources. Let me know.
#MigraineChat is here to help you access support groups, educational materials, etc. 
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